AP Capstone™: A Skills-Based Program
for College Readiness

Overview of
AP Capstone
Courses

Which
specific skills
do students
learn?
Students will start to
develop skills in AP Seminar
and continue to hone those
skills in AP Research.

In AP Seminar, students
learn how to:
•

Think and read critically

•

Gather credible evidence

•

Analyze, interpret, and
evaluate different
perspectives

In AP Research, students
learn how to:
•

Build on AP Seminar
skills

•

Identify and refine
research questions

•

Seek and synthesize
background information

•

Make claims, inferences,
and connections
•

•

Develop lines of
reasoning supported by
evidence

•

Collaborate in teams

•

Communicate publicly
with appropriate media

Align study design

•

Analyze and evaluate
findings

•

Engage with consultants

•

Peer review

•

Showcase scholarly
work and defend inquiry
outcomes
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AP Seminar: Core Skill Areas
Students practice, refine, and master the skills critical for academic success
Critical Thinking & Reasoning
Analyzing, interpreting, and evaluating perspectives.
• comparing and/or contrasting
• identifying patterns and trends
• explaining relationships (comparative, causal,
correlational)

Argumentation
Making a claim and developing a line of reasoning
supported by evidence.
• thesis development
• selecting evidence and attributing its use
• considering other perspectives
• drawing a conclusion

Critical Reading
Discovering ideas and information in a text.
• contextualizing
• questioning assumptions
• identifying bias and implications
• making inferences and connections

Communicating Publically
Conveying a clear message that engages and appeals to a
specific audience.
• eye contact
• vocal variety (tempo, inflection)
• movement
• appropriate visuals

Inquiry & Research
Discovering new understandings or ideas.
• identifying a problem or issue
• determining the best strategy to address the
problem or issue
• gathering evidence
• drawing and supporting a conclusion

Collaboration
Working with others to accomplish a shared task or goal
or solve a problem.
• individual role and contribution
• consensus building
• conflict resolution
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The Big Ideas
The QUEST curriculum
framework represents the 5
Big Ideas of both AP Seminar
and AP Research.
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AP Seminar Curricular Models
Schools may choose to position their AP Seminar courses in a variety of ways.
Thematic or
Survey

DisciplineFocused

Anchored to an
AP Course

Interdisciplinary
Course

AP Seminar:
Civic Engagement

AP Seminar in
Science

AP Seminar:
American Studies

AP Seminar:
Networks

Themes are selected by
the teacher to support
the school’s service
learning initiative. The
units use essential
questions to engage
students with
community issues and
challenges.

This course is offered
as an elective in
science. The
interdisciplinary units
connect scientific
study with real-world
sustainability.

Students are
concurrently enrolled in
AP U.S. History, allowing
for cross-curricular
connections between
the two courses.

Students examine and
consider how
ecological,
revolutionary, digital,
and social networks are
used to understand the
natural world, historical
change, and social
lives.

AP Seminar (General)

This course is offered
to students who have
an interest or area of
emphasis in the arts.
The selected themes
allow students to
examine common
issues that intersect
the various arts
disciplines through
multiple lenses.

Students are given a list
of 10 possible themes
by the teacher and
asked to rate them. The
four highest-rated
themes are used for the
course.

AP Seminar in Arts

AP Seminar:
Sustainability &
Collapse
Students explore how
people have lived with
nature over time and
how different ways of9
life have come under
pressure.

AP Seminar Assessments
Students’ attainment of skills are assessed using two through course performance
tasks and an End-of Course Exam

Assessment Task (Scoring Method)

Weight

Team Project and Presentation
•
•
•

20%

Individual Research and Reflection (Teacher-scored; College Board validated)
Written Team Report (Teacher-scored; College Board validated)
Team Multimedia Presentation and Defense (Teacher-scored)

Individual Research-Based Essay and Presentation
•
•
•

Individual Written Argument (Teacher-scored; College Board validated)
Individual Multimedia Presentation (Teacher-scored)
Oral Defense (Teacher-scored)

End-of-Course Exam (College Board scored)
•
•
•

35%

Analyze an argument
Compare the effectiveness of two arguments
Construct an evidence-based argument
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45%

AP Research
Overview
Example Topics
•

Comparing Roles of Winter
Farmers’ Markets amongst Urban

Food Deserts in Connecticut
Counties
•

How 3D-Printed Prosthetics
Impact an Amputee’s Life

•

Personal Information Disclosure

on Social Media
•

The Modern Mythical Place: San
Fransokyo, Hiro, and Hybridity in
Disney’s Big Hero 6

•

Translation of Western Lyrics for

Japanese Musicals
•

Effectiveness of Pulmonary
Macrophage Transplantation to
Treat Pulmonary Alveolar
Proteinosis Caused by Niemann-

pick Type C (Mice and Lung
Disease)

• AP Seminar is a prerequisite for AP Research.
Students must complete AP Seminar before
enrolling in AP Research.
• In AP Research, students will:
• Deeply explore an academic topic, problem,
or issue of individual interest;
• Design, plan, and conduct a year-long
research-based investigation to address a
research question;
• Understand research methodology;
• Employ ethical research practices;
• Access, analyze, and synthesize information
to address a research question;
• Build upon effective argumentation skills to
engage in knowledge creation;
• Document the process of the development
of their scholarly work;
• Not just enter an academic conversation, but
actually start one.
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AP Research Curricular Models
Schools may choose to position their AP Research courses in a variety of ways.

General
Model

Discipline
Focused

Anchored to an
AP Course

Internship
Model

AP Research:
General
Research Methods

AP Research:
STEM Inquiries

AP Research:
Biology

AP Research:
Independent Study

Students will understand
and implement the
research methods used in
STEM fields to guide an
inquiry investigation of
the students’ choice.

Students will be
concurrently enrolled in
AP Biology, allowing for
cross-curricular
connections between the
two courses. Students
will research inquiry topics
of their choice using
methods common to the
field of biology.

Students who are already
working with a disciplinespecific mentor will conduct
independent study in
research of the students’
choosing.

Students will develop an
understanding of the
different disciplines’
paradigms, ways of
knowing, and inquiry
methods for the purpose
of determining which
method best fits their
chosen research
question or topic of
inquiry.

AP Research:
Performing and
Visual Arts
Students will understand
and implement inquiry
methods in the arts,
placing emphasis on
developing a product,
performance, or exhibit
alongside the Academic
Paper.
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AP Research
AP Research builds upon the skills acquired in AP Seminar and allows students to:

 Design, plan and conduct a year-long research-based investigation on a topic of
individual interest in any discipline
 Demonstrate the ability to apply scholarly understanding to real-world problems and
issues
 Learn and apply research methodologies and employing ethical research practices
 Access, analyze, and synthesize information to build, present, and defend an argument

Assessment Task (Scoring Method)
Academic Paper (Teacher-scored; College Board validated)

Weight
75%

(4,000 - 5,000 words)

Presentation; 15-20 mins. (Teacher-scored)
(Optional performance/exhibit shown prior to presentation)

and

Oral Defense of Research and Presentation
(3-4 questions from a panel of three evaluators, one of whom is the AP Research
teacher)
There is no end-of-course exam for AP Research
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AP Seminar is a prerequisite
to AP Research.

25%

AP Capstone
Professional
Development

AP Capstone
Professional
Development
AP Capstone Scholarships
A limited number of AP
Capstone scholarships—which
cover the full tuition fees for
recipients—may be awarded to
eligible applicant teachers who
register to attend a professional
development session this
summer for AP Seminar or AP
Research. Applications for 2018
scholarships will be available in
December 2017. To learn more
about eligibility and how to
apply, visit the APSI scholarship
webpage.

•

Summer professional development is required for AP
Seminar and AP Research teachers

•

AP Seminar and AP Research training requires 30
hours of contact training over 4.5 days during the
summer

•

Schools should budget $1,100 for AP Seminar and AP
Research professional development, excluding travel
costs

•

AP Capstone summer Professional Development is
located in key geographies:
• Bridgewater State University | Bridgewater, MA
• Goucher College | Baltimore, MD
• Boca Ciega HS | Gulfport, FL
• Walton HS | Marietta, GA
• Carleton College | Northfield, MN
• Metropolitan State University | Denver, CO
• University of Texas – Arlington | Arlington, TX
• McBride HS | Long Beach, CA
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AP Capstone
implementation

•

AP Capstone schools choose the best implementation
for their students:

9th

9th

9th

10th

10th
AP
Seminar

10th
AP
Seminar

11th
AP
Seminar

11th

11th
AP
Research

12th
AP
Research

12th
AP
Research

12th
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Next Steps
for Getting
Started

Released
FreeResponse
Questions

The free-response questions evaluate students'
mastery of scientific research principles and their
ability to make connections among constructs
from different psychological domains.
• Scoring Guidelines
• Student Performance Q&A
• What was the intent of the question?
• How did students perform?
• What were common student errors or
omissions?
• What message would you like to send to AP
teachers to help them prepare their
students?
• Scoring Statistics
• Student Samples and Commentary
• Score Distributions
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Applying and
Next Steps

How to bring AP Capstone To Your School
1.

Complete application on AP Capstone home
page

2.

Add Course and Recruit Teachers

3.

Recruit Students

4.

Teachers complete mandatory training in
Summer 2018

5.

Offer AP Seminar in 2018; AP Research in
2019
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Application
Tips
What makes an AP Capstone
application strong?

• Schools must submit an explanation describing
how the AP Capstone program will support their
efforts to build college readiness and expand
access to AP.
• Schools should focus on linking AP Capstone to
their current efforts to make all students
college-ready, and to support and increase the
academic achievement of all students.
• Please note, there are only seven parts to the
application – it should take no more than 10-20
minutes to complete
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Finding
Information
The publications below
provide details about the
College Board’s AP
Capstone program.

Additional information is also
available on the AP Capstone
website at
collegeboard.org/apcapstone.

The AP Capstone
Implementation
Guide provides
essential information
for schools beginning
an AP Capstone
program. This guide
describes program
requirements and
policies, program
costs,
implementation
models, and staffing
ideas as well as easyaccess links to more
detailed information.

The AP Seminar
Course and Exam
Description
provides the
pedagogical
framework,
curricular
requirements,
instructional
approaches, and
assessment
details for the AP
Seminar course.

The AP Seminar
Course Home
Page provides
an overview of
the course, the
assessments,
and other helpful
content.
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Questions and Answers

